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Mencius employs the concept Ch'iao, skill, in 5B :1.7 in the con


text of a multiple analogy.l He resorts to this rhetorical device 


in an effort to communicate two great virtues of Confucius, time


liness and self-fulfillment. The analogy implies that these two 


virtues are coordinately related. Mencius calls Confucius a com


plete musical concert during which al~ constituent and contributing 


elements are integrally related - an image of wholeness; as quali


fied by the character ch'eng, maturity {complete, in the sense of 


full flowering of potentialities), it suggests the man mature 


enough to bear arms and to act decisively. The times to begin and 


end the performance are also integral to the whole event. The 


ability to determine these correctly is a mark of timeliness, the 


parts of which virtue appear to be 1) wisdom to begin the harmony; 


and 2) sageness for terminating it. 


Mencius likens ~~ wisdom, to ch'iao, skill; and sheng, sageness, 


to li, strength. When aiming at a target, he says, one reaches it 


through his strength; but it is not through his strength that he 


hits the mark. In sum, the .wisdom to begin the harmony is like skill 


and the sageness ·to conclude it is like strength. 


This structure represents a dialectic of the will. When grasped 


correctly, decision-making comprises two 'moments' intemporally re


lated: !)discernment sufficient to determine the favorable opportun


ity and 2) the strength and staying power to seize and embrace it 


{2A:l.9). Strictly speaking, both these 'moments' are compresent 


in effective decision whether one decides to begin an activity or 
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or conclude it. An examination of the elements in Mencius' 


analogy will show this. It will appear that self-unification is 


the prerequisite for attaining to timeliness while, on the other 


hand, timeliness is the indispensable condition on which self-uni-


fication is based. Since the concepts involved in Mencius' analogy 


are dialectically related they are best studied in terms of their 


polarities: wisdom/sageness; beginning/ending; skill/strength. 


Against that background any one of the six concepts can be brought. 


forward for particular examination. The following notes are in sup-


port of such a focus on the role of skill in self-culture. 


Chih, wisdom: Mencius observes that wisdom and 
discernment are not like embracing the favorable 
opportunity (2A:l.9). Wisdom as prudence is needed 
in a prince of a small country when serving a large 
one (1B:3.1). To learn without satiety is wisdom. 
Sufficient wisdom is needed to know the sage (2A:2.19,2S). 
Wisdom discerns the need to choose freely benevolence 
and failing to do so is a sign of not being wise 
( 2A: 7.2). It is rooted in the heart of the ch;in _ 
~ and if one would excell in gaining wisdom he must 
make a pure act of attention (7A:21.4 and 6A:9.3 
respectively). That one requires sufficient wisdom 
to know the sage perhaps implies a power both to re
cognize and to understand him-- at least in some de
gree. 


I was unable to find ~ , chih, in the Book of 
Changes (text, Z. D. Sung) but *0 , chih, only. 
Neither Legge nor \hlhelm is averse to translating 
~n, 'wisdom', in certain passages. Its use 
throughout the Ta Chuan indicates the following as
sociations: 1) precognition (1.10.2); precognition 
or foreknowledge associated with immediate action 
(2.5.11); penetration to the important aspects of 
surviving and perishing (2.9.4) and the circumstances 
of the dark and the light, death and birth according 
to their cycle (1.4.2); the wise see Tao's movement 
and call it wisdo~ - literally, perhaps, wisdom re
cognizes itself in wisdom- (1.5.3); 2) wisdoc oon
fers loftiness of viewpoint (1.7.1) through wisdom 
the sages stored up the past, i~e., consciously 
funded experience (1.11.2); 3) sages discern the 
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proc~sses of transformation (2.5.4)i whoaver knows 
the tao. of ch~~ge understands spiritual activity 
(1.9.10); 4) ch'ien knows the great beginnings
when things are germinal (1.1.5) ani it YJlows where 
danger lurks as k'un knows where obstruction lies 
(2.12.1). 


Four hexagrams associate wisdom prudentially with 
timing: 1) ~eat wisdom grasps the right time to 
reveal itself, 2.3b; 2) it is a mark of wisdom for 
one to arrest his steps on seeing danger, _ 39 , 
T1 uan Chuan; 3) one discerns when his course is 
free or obstructed; 6o.lb; 4) one is not ·wise when 
he cannot perceive the consequences of his actions, 
64.lb. 


These activities and descriptions of wisdom both in Mencius and the. 


Book of Changes show two parts of the 5ame:. the power to see Tao's 


movement and to choose benevolence freel_y; the power to suit action 


to the purpose in relation to t~ings that serve ha~an good or ill. 


On the face of it it is difficult to see where this doctrine varies 
) -


in principle from the western classical tradition. Aristotle dis-


tinguishes wisdom as sucn by refering it to a "consummated knowledge 


of the most exalted objects" and prudence as the right judgment about 


what to do wherein the do~ng of the- end is none other than the act 


itself, namely, doing well [l{ic • . Ethics 6.7. 114la21; 6.5 . (ll4ob4) 


i3. 7 ." ll45ai). 


Shen~:sageness: Mencius chiefly characterizes the 
sage as _one who exercises a transforming influence 
for the good (7B:25.7,8), whose principles accord 
with other sages (4B:l-3,4) and who rectifies men's 
hearts (3B:. q. ~13) unti.ringly. 


The Books of Changes refers extensively to the sage 
in the Ta Chuan; T1 uan Chuan of eight hexagrams; 
and in the Shuo Kua. 


Ta Chuan: On the whole this treatise presents the 
sage as anxious for the common good which he serves 
industriously first by exalting his own nature 
which extends his field of action (1.5.4; 1.7.1). 
Sages search out the depths exhaustively and grasp 
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the beginnings of all things (1.10.5). They are 
the makers of things for practical use that benefit 
all under the sky, e.g., they substituted houses 
(buildings) for caves (1.11.7; 2.2.11) and invented 
written documents to replace knotted cords (2.2.13). 
Shuo kua~ This discussion on the trigrams of the 
Book of Cnanges describes the sages as making this 
oracle and determining the three taos: heaven, ·earth 
and man. · 


The following eight hexagrams employ the character 
sheng: 1.6b, the sage discerns how to move forward 
and how to draw back, to support and to let perish 
without violating his nature; 4, T•uan Chuan, 
the sage effects work that results from effort to 
nourish the young and to correct .. (expressions of 
their nature); 16, T'uan Chuan, the sage is grace
fully obedient to movement (that suits the purpose, 
i.e., Tao); 20, T'uan Chuan, sages undertake a 
spiritual way in this instruction; ·27, T'uan Chuan, 
sages nourish men of worth to reach the populace; 
31, T'uan Chuan, the sage influences (moves, touches) 
the minds (hearts) of men effecting harmony and rest; 
32, T'uan Chuan, the sage remains always in his course 
and all under the sk~ are transformed and brought to 
ch'eng, maturity; 50, T'uan Chuan, sages cooked their 
offerings to present them to Shang Ti (Lord God) and 
made feasts to nourish the wise and able. 


The above descriptions of sageness are almost all concerned to state 


an activity which is efficiently related to its object. The emphasis 


is on the moving power of the sage to effect by influence and invention 


a transformation of his environment. This is done, however, non-coercive-


ly toward the human society of which he is a membe~. It is noteworthy 


that with very few exceptions each description of the chan tzu stated 


in the Image of each hexagram points to his -operation- to what he 


~. not what he is. Sageness appears to be the underlying efficient 


energy that supports and executes the vision and intention of wisdom. 


Shih, beginning: There are at least two passages in 
the Mencius which employ shih in its radical sense 
of a generative movement as distinguished from a 
mere start. Thus Legge translates froc 2B:l0.7, 
"--- took its rise fro:n ---." In 3A:3.2 the char
acter is used in the context of seasonal sowing of 
grain. 
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The Book of Changes emphasizes the notion of genera
tion in its use of Shih: Ta Chuan 1.4.2: Going back 
to the shih, generation, of things and following them 
to their chung, completion, (the sage) discerns the 
lessons of life and death. ~ne coupling of chung, 
completion, with shih, generation occurs in four hexa
gr~us: 1, T•uan Chuan, all things -owe their generation 
to the Creative (in its role as efficient cause in con
trast to the Creative as jt , the primordially_origi
nating power and final cause - though not as indepen
dent of the Receptive who shares in the same attributes); 
the sage understands chung, completion and generation. 
In three other hexagrams chung and shih are couple~ 
18, completion, therefore generation. Hex. 32 repeats 
this virtual formula. 54, The marrying maiden is mans 
completion and generation. 54, Image, the chUn tzu 
understands the transitory through the ongoingness of 
completion. 


The coupling of chung and shih indicates the complete course of an 


affair - a cycle of time that is fulfilled within the greater flow 


of being. 


Chung, co~pletion with reference to a span of time: At 
least six texts in the Mencius express chung in this 
manner. 5B:4.6, Confucius never completed a residence 
of three years i~ any state; 7A:39.4, complete the whole 
period; 5B:3.4, he stopped (completed) and went no far
ther (this in relation to an expression of friendship 
for a time period proper to the occasion which when com
pleted did not admit of any initiatives belonging to a 
different class of actions; 3B:l.4, whole day; 4A:9.5, 
failure to provide in time for an exigency cannot be 
compensated for during a whole life-time; 4B:28.7, the 
chUn tzu has life-long anxiety (painstaking concern?). 


The Book of Changes and Lao Tzu each conjoin chung and 
shih in sentences of similar meaning and construction: 
Ta Chuan .2.11, chu I chung shih; Lao Tzu 64, shen chung 
chih shih. These function as virtual maxims, (use) awe 
before completion and generation; caution in completion, 
discernment in generating. (Legge, Waley, Duyvendak, 
Wilhelm do not make the distinction between shen and chih 
in their translations of this passage from Lao Tzu). 


The commentary on the Words of the Text of Hex. 2, line 3 provides 


an instructive distinction between chung and ch'eng in which chung 


is. employed in a way that further clarifies its meaning: Earth's way 


makes no display of ch 1 eng, work fulfilled, but to bring things to 
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chung,completion. Clearly, the emphasis here on the Receptiv~s re-


lation to chung refers it to a supportive role indicating a perse7er-


ing effort to ·assist things to develop within the time span allotted 


them by Tao - and to take no credit for their eventual flow&ring. 


Hex. 1.5.3: The chiin tzu of modesty and toi~ yu chung, bas comple.tion 


(i.e., completes the time period). Compare the phrase shih wu chung-


unfinished, abortive. The effort required for consciously bearing the 


movement of Tao recallSthe descriptions of the sage. 


Ch'iao, ski~: Apart from the perjorative sense of 
this word to mean contrivances, plots and schemes -
a plain straightforward meaning - the word is used by 
Mencius to indicate a quality that is indicated rather 
than specified by the word: Kung-shu's skill of hand 
without compass and square is insufficient to form . 
squares and circles (4A:i.l.), yet a carpenter o~ car
riage-maker may give a man those tools but cannot make 
him ski~ful in their use (7B:5). This hinting, this 
indirectness, is vivid in 5B:l.7 with the analogy from 
archery - that one reaches the mark by reason of 
strength but it is not owing to strength that one hits 
it. This illustration is offered to illuminate the 
analogy, wisdom: skill:: sageness: strength. 


A ready inference tempts one to supply skill as that which hits the 


mark. A full reflection cautions against it and suggests that Mencius 


is not indulging in mere calculative exercises. 


Strength and skill are necessary but not sufficient conditions for 


bitting the mark. Strength without skill misses it completely and 


skill without strength cannot even reach it. The union of both is 


required. Indeed, more strength is needed than merely to reach the 


mark. since without extra momentum the arrow could not penetrate the 


t~get. Skill is vain without a moving cause to apply it and imperma-


nent without constant practice to maintain it. 


More critically, the union, as such, of strength and skill is not, 
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strictly speaking, something already possessed but subject to a con-


. tinual acquiring. No precise duplication of a former shot is possible 


since in the meantime conditions in one or more respects have changed. 


Meeting such changes adaptively requires patience and staying-power -


strength - qualities preeminently present in the sage who teaches ac


cording to the state of readiness in his pupils and untiringly contri


butes to the common good. Adaptive in his strength and firmly ordered 


in his skill he maintains his fixed direction while changing ·with the 


times; and so he keeps on going well. 


Continuity. in change is the hallmark of the chung · shih_ cycl~. Chung 


and shih obtain universally in both non-human and huma~ activities. 


In human activity chung calls for modesty and utmost caution and shih 


for heedfulness and a pure act of attention. Operatively, chung and 


shih reciprocally reinfor-ce · each other. Heedfulness nourishes modesty 


and caution rectifies attention. 


A similar dialectical structure obtains between wisdom and sageness. 


Wisdom is spiritual discernment nourished by experience and sageness 


is humane practice informed with the vision of Tao. 2 While one is 


practicing humanity, jen, his spiritual discernment is increasing and 


while the vision of Tao prevails his passage is continually rectified. 


Skill rather than strength points to the mystery of their union since 


skill, .analogous to shih, generation, opens ou_t on the hidden, the 


profound and germinal. More precisely, skill points always to the 


half potential, half actual in the flow of being. If a thing changes 


continuously it reaches a between, a midway, before reaching its com


pletion or that to which it reaches last (Aristotle, Physics, 5.3. 
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226b23). This midpoint is the signature of finite being, namely, being 


that is subject to change. Here beginning and ending pass into one an-


other and when, in all respects, in human . activity starting and stopping 


are timely- each at the right time - one observes them as both features 


of rest. They are grasped as generation and completion - one abiding 


cycle. · Skill comes into its own at this midway point in passage be-


tween potentiality and actuality where movement is .most vulnerable to 


diversion from its course. Skill reaches for and rests in the incalcu-


able, a power not its own. 


~e reluctance of Mencius to reduce skill to an analytical definition 


is consonant with his not specifying in what the difference consists be-


tween man and ·animals (4B:l9.1,2). Legge takes him to task for regard-


ing the difference as slight. Ln his note Legge adduces a commentator 


who finds the key to this passage in the -distinction between ~he mind 


prone to err' and 
. . 0~ . 


'the mind of reason' (literally,ATao) - expressions 


in the Shu-ching 2.2.15. Legge sees the difference as between know-


ledge of righteousness and the want of it. (Such a notion is a common-


place in the history of western culture, though it would be hard to 


support it biblically). 


Perhaps Mencius saw the difference as consisting in ways of being rather 


than of knowing. If so, his point can be sustained. Man's nature is 


qualified by a negative power - •the mind prone to err' - which enables 


him to negate his proper relation to the Way. Yet this power, when 


exercised, is unable qualitatively to create or add being. Therefore, 


seen from the point of view of being, it is slight. It is indeed a 


matter of clinical magnitude that one can null the good and oppose 


well-being but it is beside the point which Mencius is making, namely, 
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that Sh.u:n, in walking along the path of humanity and righteousness 


had no need to pursue them since while so walking he was continually 


acquiring them. His activity was satisfied by its own exercise. The 


power to negate well-being is no mark. of real knowledge but of poten


tial stupidity. When exercised, it can yield information but not 


understanding. Actualized, it produces· a condition Confucius per


haps in part referred to when he says that only the most intelligent 


and the most stupid do not change (Analects 17.3). Had Legge grasped 


this he would not likely have said of Mencius 2A:6.7: "How is it that 


after all his analyses of our nature to prove its goodness, the ap


plication of his principles must begin with an IF?" 


The power to negate well being is itself a gift of human nature and 


the conscious refusal to exercise this negation establishes in act the 


humane character of human •finite freedom and autonomy. Mencius shows 


himself aware of this in :2 ;;fi,.{,: '\ihen men say of themselves that they 


cannot develop the four principles, they play the thief with themselves•' 


(Legge). 


Like skill, this negative human powe~ when correctly ordered opens out 


on mystery and Tao. Its discovery and proper function are matters of 


practice and continual acquiring - not permanent possession. If this 


is correct, then Mencius, who grasped the nature of the will so well 


and at forty attained to an unperturbed mind (2A:2.1.) must have from 


that time forward been always skilfully joining the end to the begin


ning. (To be continued). 
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Footnotes 


S't-Y'"'- t. ~ '),.'t.c..C... 


1. A similarAcorrespondence is employed in Psalm 85:10-13. 


2. Cf. John 3:21, 'The one who is doing the truth is coming to the 
light. The relation between one activity and ~ther is intemporal. 


v~c.. 
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Explanatory note: 


rhe following discussion Is an attempt to see what genuine com


parative aspects obtain among Confucian, Biblical and recent con-


temporary western thought. Included the relatively longer and 


more technical analysis of biblical thought In an effort to compare 


an ancient western text whlch I hoped might serve as a bridge from 


earlier Confucian thought to the presente If preferred, one can 


omit the biblical discussion and begin with the four recent western 


thinkers beginning with p. 24e · 


The purpose of .Parts I and If of the p~ris to make a beginning 


toward I) abstracting the formal principle of self-cultlvation which 


' Is embodied in timeliness and 2) to abstract the principle of one's 


functional relation to ultimacy or Tao In Its aspect of finalitye 


. This ls embodied, I think, tn self-unification or wholeness. 


~


\ 


·. 
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II 


Comparisons with Biblical Thought and Some 20th Century Thinkers: 


Maritain, Dewey, Santayana, Ryle 


The dialect i c of the wi I I pointed to by Mencius (58: 1.7> with his 


analogy from archery- that one reaches the mark by reason of strength 
. 


but it is not ow i ng to strength that one hits it - seems based on the 


fundamental intuition that r ight action, successful aim, is activity 


of the total person. The recognition of this duality in unity enables 


him to observe the relation between timeliness and self-fulfi I lment 


as a six-fold polar structure: wisdom/ sageness; beginning/ending; 


ski !!/strength, l.e.P ski 111 wisdom and beginning are dialectically 


opposed to strength, sageness and ending. Since these oppositions 


are by nature polar they are interdependent and form an organic whole. 


They are not an opposed aggregation of parts atomistical ly related. 


This secures ·them against a merely quantitative reduction since an 


abstract analys is·of their elements wi II not suffice to grasp their 


root significance. One, himself, must be living out their principle 
., I 


or miss thai r meaning. \ 


Biblical: 


The creati,on story of Ger.es!s I has, th~;nk, an ontological implica-


·tion which- lends support to this vision of Mencius. In the Genesis 


_series of primordia I creative acts the seoarati on of the waters · into· 


above and below is the only instance that requi-res ·the severing of 


one body into two. This establishes a duality ·within one and the 


same element an d nat urea 


" . ·.': 


•. 
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The separation pe rformed upon the waters Is an Interior division--a 


separation within the same nature. Such an act entails a natural 


bent toward an undividing of the division, a reintegration of what 


has been put asu ndere Water, when suspended in fall tends to en-


sphere Itse lf (for Instance, Into droplets>; its ideal tendency is 


always toward a spherical form, an organic whole. Its currents fol-· 


low Its nature and wherever Its activity preval Is it rounds itself 


about Its object absorbing Into Itself the nature· of the other • .. 
This marvelous capacity for comprehending its object without in-


curring undue resistance to Is embrace enab les water to be always on 


its way. It Is an archetype of homelessness precisely because it is 


so capable of befng wholly a totality unto itself. It looks for no 


separate abiding place. 


No other element so strives to return to Itself. Genesis most aptly 


chooses water's division to Introduce an Image of finite being striv-


lng always to complete Itself. With the established separation of the 


waters from the waters through the creation of the vault, contingency 


is born, and in this conditional I concrete forms enjoy their natural 


careersv Finite freedom, that which both binds and excites movement, 


secures the unending flow of things that come to be and pass away. 


The Hebrew text of Genesis describing the dividing of the waters 


c I ear I y I oca I I zes the f I rmama nt C vau It or heaven ( s)) between the 


waters; i.e., literal Jy, It Is created to cause th~ dividing between 


them. The pre pos I t I on,· · beyn, 9 between' i s from the root · bT n, ' d i scern. ' 
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Beyn Is used not only of locality and. with verbs of dividing but 


also with judging and teaching, explaining, distinguishing. Instruc


tion and understanding are also associated with uses of the word. 


The power of consc ious ref lection is implied in these extended mean


Ings, The word is used metaphori ca lly for the division between the 


day and night caused by the creation of the luminaries in the expanse 


or firmament {Gen.l:l4), The word points to formal distinctions re


cognized and generated by thought, and so It is not farfetched to 


! nfer from this that the image~ water, imp I ies metaphor! ca lly a- re


flective power, a capacity to make and discern distinctions which are 


the mark of understanding, Proverbs 8:14 uses bTnah, 'understanding,' 


as a property of wisdom, hakmah: ·•o o o I (am) understanding (AV>. 


Clearly more is entailed for meaning here than were this simply a 


case of literary parallelism. If this text is translated quite liter


ally, It appears that understanding or discernment i·s intrinsic to 


wisdom's nature whereas counsel, discretion and strength, she says, 


she possesses. Most striking Is the relation of the vault or heaven 


to the division of the waters. The text does not say that the waters 


separated or were made to separate so that heaven could come into ba-


ng, Rather, It is heaven itself which~ at God's command, separates 


waters from waters. Clearly, this Indicates that heaven is not a va


cuum nor an imposed privation. lt Is a being in its own right whose 


appointed activity is, according to the literal Hebrew, 'to be in


the- midst-of the waters dividing between waters to-waters'; or, 


'In the interval of waters with reference to waters, i.e.g between 


the waters and the waters.~ It is a being-in-the-middle being that 
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God himself cal Is heaven Cv.8). When the waters remain unseparated, 


· the light, like the Spirit (wind>, touches only their surface. When 


heaven separates them transcendent energy finds an Immanent role and 


a home within the finite order. While the possibi llty of self- es- . 


trangement ls estab l ished through the separation of the higher and 


fhe lower within the same nature~·heaven, as the separator, remains 


the connecting medium between them. Heaven, the divider, is also the 


reconciler through which are brought together In a higher level of 


activity what must otherwise remain asunder. 


Applied to an analysis of 9 fallen 9 human beingsg the separation, as 


such~ serves as an Image or unstable~ doubleminded self - consciousness. 


Thi~ condition is described in biblical Hebrew as one's having 'a 


heart and a heart' (bel'e~wale.2, Ps .. I2:2C.3) and its negation in a 


warrior's firm resolvei belo) leb waleb I Chron.l2:33(34)) literally, - -
'not of a double heart'. st. James probably had 


/ 
thIs expression in mInd when desert bing it in Greek as (£1'/v-;.o, P 


J~s.l:8; 4:8 and nowhere else in N.T., LXX or the secular writings). 
\ 


" In 4:8 he associates this word with the heart d~rectly (., f/ ·., ka 1 


\<~£,:().., d"c~~n(ot. > .. 


' Psalm 85:10-13, one of the most beautiful passages in the Hebrew 


scripturesi describes the .union of divine attributes In terms of a 


functional duality: 'Mercy and truth are met together; righteousness 
S\...tt.l\ 


and peace have kissed each other .. Truth-s-e-1-t spring out of the earth; 


and righteousness shal I look down from heaven' (lOg II AV) .. The sim-
I 


pie structure of the dialectical interrelations. enjoyed by these vir-
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tues Is profound and far-reaching. Even a brief examination of the 


text should Indicate this. The ancient visionary motif of the com


plementary relation between heaven and earth underlies and supports 


this operation of harmony and reconciliation among the energies des


cribed. Clearly, on the side of heaven are mercy (~ese~ ·'goodness,' 


'loving-kindness') and righteousness; on that of earth, truth and 


peace. isaiah 45:8 {NEB) presents a simi Jar image of polar · activity: 


'Rain righteousness, you heavensg let the skies above pour down; let 


the earth open to rece ive it, that It may bear the fruit of salvation 


with righteousness in blossom at its side. All this, I the Lord, 


have created.' Essentially? the Initiative is heaven's and the response 


belongs to earth. Existential lyD the relation between heaven and earth 


is dialectically ·continuous and reciprocal; initiative (action) and re


sponse (undergoing) are shared alike since the principals, heaven and 


earthp influence each o~her mutually: heaven stimulates earth whose 


response stimulates heaven which responds by restimulating earth. 


Existence knows both rupture and ongoing communion within this cosmic 


dance whose e~hical and sp 'iritual correlatives move the play of human 


choice and transformation. These raise the destiny of man above the 


round of natural process whl le his ends are served within it--but 


only Insofar as man awakens to his possible re-birth to a qualitatively 


higher level of existence has he any hope of attaining to his proper 


destiny. Untl I then Its prospect quite eludes him. 


The Hebrew words for righteousness and peace, (~e~eq and ~alcm) imply 


a relationship of functions and powef which is not l'mmediately apparent 
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\~their English translations. Some insight Into their comparative 
" 


me anings is offered by observing their use in Deuteronomy 25:15 to 


express physical measure: 'a perfect <sedeq> and a just (~alem) . -
weight v {AV>; ~elemah 0 a feminine adjective from ~alam~ literally 


"' means Yful 1. 9 Salem means not only Vpeace v but soundnessv and 


Comp leteness,' 'welfare,' ' tranqui lity, 9 9 contentment.' Radica ll y 


speaking, the notion of perfe ction more properly applies to ~e~eq 


than to ~alom, i.e.; righteousness as conformity to the 'statutes 


and judgments' of God, (Deut.4:8) is on the side of due measure 


and the right and fitt ing action that conduces to the good end. 


Peace, on the other hand, is the consummation, the fruit of right-


eousness (Ps.37.37). Action which suits the purpose is self-ful-


fi l ling since it is satisfied by Its own exercise; rest, wholenessp 


and ·wei 1-being are intrinsic to its performance--an inmanent sat is-


faction denied to the wicked ( lsa.48:22) for whom there is no peace 


( lsa.57:20f.>, who are compared to the restless troubled sea <v.20) 


and whose fears overtake them (Prov. 10:24>. 


\ 


One of the clearest examples In biblical literature of the intrinsic 


relation between righteousness as correct aiming and soundness of 


being is shown in Proverbs 11:5~6: 9The righteousness of the man 


of Integrity CtamTm) shal I lay out his way.' (The Septuagint: 


'righteousness cuts straight blameless path.~) The sixth verse com-


plements the fifth in describing the wicked as trapped in their own 


craving. Plainly, in philosophical terms, the bib l ica l teaching is 


that immanent activity generates l ts·own quality of ' being as an 
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abiding and present acquiring. Activity determines character. 


Wh at has all this to do with the waters of Genesis I? Much, since 


none of the above differentiations are Independent of the duality 


cal led heaven and earth, and these come Into manifest being after 


the waters are divided--not before. It Is apparent that from the 


very beginn ing of the Genesis account primordial dual lty obtains


from the beginn ing of t he Splrlt 9s moving upon the waters to the 


saparatlon of l ight f rom darkness to separation of the heavens above 


and the earth beneath. In the same order righteousness and mercy 


are associated with heaven as peace and truth are with earth--as 


noted ear l ier enG Anal gouslyg then~ the primordial association of 


righ'teousness ts w th the upper waters Ccfe lsaG45:8) and peace with 


the lower .. 


The stark Importance of th is corre lation lies In Its suggestion for 


the foundations of human behaviou r~ since If the biblical vision of 


the nature of man Is fundamentally correct It Is always incumbent upon 


hlm to engage activity which works toward harmonizing the existential 


dual lty within hlmselfg All attempts to overlook or reduce this dual


Ity to an undifferentiated chaos must be assaults which he misguidedly 


makes upon hts own nature. Such responses to his Impatience and frus


tration with his contlngent ·exlstence reveal a deeper motivation than 


the desire to play the .tragic heroe Rather, they betray his vague ap


prehension that his own nature Cas with the Waters) Is essentially one; 


and that !ts existentia l duality requires from him an Immediate and 


appropriate response which~ when based solely on his 
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own contrivance, forever eludes him. The power to undergo such an 


apprehension marks man as a spiritual being In that one of the prin-


cipal activities of spirit Is the rectification of immanent activi-


ties which have become disordered• The only standpoint that admits 


of a possible self-reconst itut ion--by which one recovers his true 


self-has many varying descriptions among the religious literatures 


of the world. It Is cogently expressed by Klerkegaard in his ob-


servation that "man~ regarded as sp!r!t~> is always In a critical 


condition g •• when man Is regarded as spirit both health and 


sickness are cr It i ca I. There 1 s no such thing as 'lmmedl ate' 


heaith of the spirlt. 11 


If there Is no such thing as Immediate health for the splrlt of 


man 1 since both health and sickness-spiritually understood--are 


critical, he must :fdnd his stability in an energy which while im-


manently avai !able to him possesses a perfection of healing quiet-


ude and strength qualitatively transcendent to anything he could 


ask or think. This transcendent Immanence Is always presented in 


blbl ical literature as an energy anthopanorphically Intuited as 


similar to the Immanent activities of thought and wl I I in man. 


Precisely the transcendent qual tty of this abiding Immanence gen-


erates in us the sentiment· for perfection. Equally, Its power to 


release our latent potential !ties for, growth stimulates the longing tor 


completion, Perfection is not properly conceived as an end beyond 


the activity undertaken to achieve tt. It ls Intrinsic to the ac-
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tlv l ty Itself. A thing can move perfectly whl le completing Itself--


as a plant when growing we ll or a human person so In accord with his 


nature that his very acting fulfi I Is him. Whereas 'there is not a 


righteous man upon earth~ that deeth good, and slnneth not' (Eccl.7: 


20 AV) ~ the one who 'deeth r ighteousness at all tlmes 9 Is accounted 


b lessed (Ps . 106:3; 15:1-2 AV>. Righteousness, as something accom-


pllshed in the do ing Is consonant with perfection# a 


qualiTy of movement. 


The longing for completion sees In peace lts onnsummation; for peace 


req.ui res that a II parts are met suI tab I y 1 n the who I e. It Is both 


a social condition and Its achievement. Further, It Is associated 


w· th timing, i ,e., a prqper, suitable time. Time (et) in this sense 


is used some twenty-six times In Ecclesiastes 3:2-8 In which the 


providence of God ls descr i bed as so arranging the passage of events 


that man has no other recourse but to make the best of things as they 


are. Among the things timed providentially Is peace (Salem) which 
~ , 


the Septuagint trans I ates Hf'?V?; no other word than ~a 1om is so trans-


The reciprocal and mutually reinforcing relationship between right-


eousness and peace (fulfi llment) Is grounded on rhythm, the measured 


motion of nature. Right acti on is first and foremost action in har-


mony with one 9 s own nature and what a time requires, however diffi-


cult It mi ght be to discern the nature of the time and what is fit-


ting t o the purpose. Complementartlyp fulfi I lment attends both the 


decis ion and the deed that Issue In a timely new existence, Right-
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teousness and peace, according to the paradigm In Psalm 85 enjoy 


an intemporal relation. Where and when the one Is, there Is the 


other also. ln ·obedience to God,one's peace Is as a river and his 


r!ghteousness as the waves of the sea (lsa.48:18)~ and to be spirit-


ual ly minded is life and peace (Rom.8:6)~ and great peace is the 


possession of those who love His law (Ps.l .l9: 165). Where peace 


is referred to a future condition as the fruit· of righteousness 


(lsa~32:17)~ the Image J.s drawn from organic being In which the . 


principles of beginning (seed) and end (fruit) are properly grasp-


ed as compresent causes. The complement to this lsalan text lndl-


cates the cycl lea! character~ the formal movement, of the relation 


between righteousness and peace: 'And the fruit of righteousness 


is sown ln peace of them that make peace'--- (James 3: 18 AV), 


- f I or 'by them that make peace' ("To'Ls \\ol.ov~w ''-P'?'~~?V); i.e., the 


fruit of the seed sown In peace by those who are dol.n~ peace ls a 


l s a harvest of rl ghteousness. The two texts dynam I ca I I y ref I ect 


one another as though they danced together In a movement timelessly 


:pulsed. Isaiah envlslons )a ntlmep" a situation, when the desolation 


described in verses 13-14 no longer obtains after the Spirit Is 


poured down from on high <v~J5); and now 'righteousness' shal I yield 


peace and its fruit be quietness and confidence forever <v. 17 NEB>. 


Clearly, in the functional order of their relationship~ righteousness 


is dominant; as in the logical order It is prior to peace. Yetg gen-


er~tively, unless the seeds of righteousness are sown In peace the 


harvest cannot be counted on to be reaped In peace.· The divine order 


· marvelously secures Itself against the humbug of a sentimental altruism 
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that Imagines that "good works" alone can coerce peace or a benign 


environment alone generate righteousness. 


Analogously, these scriptural distinctions assist a phi losophlcal 


grasp of the concepts perfection and comoletlon which in daily dis-


course are not usually wei I discriminated. Perfection is essential ' y 


a quality of function. It Informs the episodic passage of events 


with an abiding tranqul lity and repose. Perfectionp In the order 


of human conduct, is revealed in the life of decision when delibera-


tlon is based on a pure act of attention. The purer the act of at-


tention, the more just the decision; the more just the decision~ the 


clearer the course of one's passage appears; and since the mind's 


composure oepends upon intell igibl !ltyi If one is not In accord with 


his own nature he cannot act with ease. Such ease, tranqul I!Ty and 


repose In action Is the material foundation upon which a perfect per-


formance relies. Righteousness is not conformity to an extrinsic 


rule. It Is the immanent perfection of divine or human activity 


whose goal Is inTrinsic to that activity; and such activity~> satisfied 


by its own exercise, continues at peace with Itself. 


Completion provides the link ben~een the end of one movement and the 


beginning of.anothere It is the seal of continuity In change. FiniTe . 
"'1'£MU.c-h"t.. e.""-J! '?Cl>S'tSS w-\-tt....:v. -1-l<...t.~t(vtl) ~cU.d ~~""c.i.&..¢ ~.......,~.,..~ --<-l....'(...v(' • 


' .... I C"""'iVOM.\MA...~ 
beings~ moving to real lze thelr~60R6Y~~atlens. Completion Is not a 


terminus, Completion Is the abiding energy which directs and draws 


beings In their passage toward actualizations proper to their natures. 


Bibl leal ly env i sioned~ the created world, as the direct manifestation 


of God 9s providence CPs, 19~ 29; 104)g Is not subject to some ultimata 
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caprice but moves with strict regard to an inTrinsic formal measure: 


'Whatever has been already Is, and what~ver Is has been already, and 


God summons each event back In turn' <Eccl.3: 15). What has happened 


wi II happen again~ and what has been done wl II be done again, and 


there Is nothing new under the sun (1:9). Generations come and gen


erations go but the earth endures torever 9 {1:4) NEB. Siml Jar ly In 


the Greek tradition Sophocles has Ajax observe: vstrangely, the 


long and countless drift of time brings all things forth from dark


ness l nto II ght, then covers them once more.' 


Perfection arises out of freedom of choice which, when actualized, 


enlarges or diminishes existence. Completion provides existence a 


certain scope and measured flow. It secures for perfection an In


telligible embodiment as does earth thew! II of heaven; for the 


earth ls fixed on l~s foundation and can never be shaken (Ps.l04:5). 


Comp'Jetlon's unalterable round Is the truth that springs from the 


earth, as perfection's creatively adaptive precision is the right


eousness that iooks down from heaven (Ps.85: II). 


The discussion so far leads to the conclusion That the root !mage 


of the waters, as biblically presented, suggests that out of which 


development takes Its course emergently; yet, not as though the 


waters were self-generating since their generative function depends 


upon a higher agency» Spirit (John 4:24)~ Spirit makes this devel-


·opmental activity possible by Introducing an interiority., a "space" 


within the nature of this element. With the !ntroductton of th i s 
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duality the posslbl I tty of self-estrangement Is established. Pre


cisely this posslbl I tty, however, Is the condition upon which love 


Is actualized. For love there must be at least two. Where the 


possibility of estrangement is actualized (as was not the case in 


the creation story (Gen. 1-2)) love must work on~ fronts since 


it now faces both the possibl llty of estrangement and its demonic 


actualization. This Is the condition of the world as we know it. 


Briefly stated, a weak righteousness actual lzes the posslbi lity of 


self-estrangement by dissolutely presuming upon a divine Inter-


vent I on to coerce we I I being. ( 110h we I I, things wl II work out.") 


Correspondingly, a reckless lmposlt+on of a "hard" truth In an ef


fort to coerce order for the sake of peace presumes for Itself a 


power to prevai I which no finite belng possesses. <"One must win 


regardless!n) Either spiritual pathology--whether the weakness of 


throwing oneself away or that of recklessly Imposing self-wi I l--is 


symptomatic of self-estrangement. Each of these archetypal spirit


ual disorders Is doomed to repeat !tself Indefinitely until atten


tion turns away from a fi~ed focus upon extrinsic activity to what 


is 'from above' or Internal activity; for essentially they are one 


and the same Insofar as they point to anotheri a 'higher' level of 


being. They are the "heavenly" in contrast with the "earthly." 


Where mercy and truth meetP where righteousness and peace kiss each 


other 6 they do so just wIthIn the heart of the I n·dt vi dua I person 


or not at all. To be consciously In touch with one's own inner 


being is to understand the spirit as distinguished from the letter 


of the Law; it Is t o grasp truth, goodness and beauty as present 
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possessions despite affliction, persecution and general misfortune 


and despite high pleasure, personal glory and material riches. For 


a.s one values In his soul, so Is he (~a¢ar bena_ue~o Prov. 23:7>. 


This Is not difficult to grasp when one sees that the world exists 


!n many dimensions (abldlng-places,....uovo.~~ John 14: 2,23) and one's 


passage among and between them, vertically understoodp is a matter 


of the quality of one's Inner I lfe and the degree of consciousness 


he brings t o It; for these underlie the level of a person's being. 


The,duality In unity between righteousness and peace contains also 


the polarity between . inltiatlve and response (beginning and ending) 


as was observed In lsa. 45:8. Righteousness, like In Mencius' skill, 


begins In action that suits the purpose, that conduces to the good 


end. Peace, an ongoing consummation and not a terminus, i s like 


ending or completion in Menclus in that completion links the end 


of one movement to the beginni ng of another. Like Aristotle's 


material cause lt supporTs the procession of forms as the principle 


of continuity In change. 


It is not difficult to see In this biblical vision a structure 


which though expressed in a different Idiom, is akin to thaT which 


Menclus describes In his effort to reveal the depth dimension in 


both the movements of self-transformation and natural process. The 


likeness of concern and concept between the two traditions becomes 


·clear at the point where both declare that the activities proper 


to timeliness and wholeness (self-unification) are intempora l ty 


related and reciprocal iy re inforc lng ·withln the chung ~cycle 


as discussed in Part I of this essay~ 
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Ry!e: The Conceot .£!.,~;Hutchinson & Co., Ltd., London, 1960, pp. 40 ... 51. 


In his essay, ~Concept~~~ Ryle offers a discussion of skill 


wrlch is In sharp contrast to the way It Is conceived and expressed 


in Doih b!bl ical and Mencian terms. In his cleverly written effort 


to refute Cartesianism through an attack upon "the ghost In the ma-


.chine ' he successfully Indicates the untenable character of a mind-


body dual ism. Such an effort might encourage one to think that his 


argument makes common cause with the holistic character of Confucian 


thought. But there are crucial differences between his position and 


the Confucian understanding of human behavior. In Ryle's discussion 


there Is nothing corresponding to the Issue of moral growth. He can-


not ta :k about the mind prone to err which conduces to a negative 


act thai In no way results from .!J.2.!. fo! lowing a rule. For Ryle, 


knovdng how, while not a single track disposition~ Is nonetheless 


exercised by observing rules or canons or applying criteria. A grasp 


of these and ski II In their executi on enables the normal person to 


do (ncan do") many things which the Idiot cannot do ·-- such as, per-


haps excel ling at chess. But the Issue of moral growth Is not encoun-


tered at the level of oneYs competence to perform specific operat ions. 


One cannot analogize the art of li ving -to a game of chess precisely 


because existence has always the first move and Its initiative cannot 


be wrested from it nor determined In advance. Ratherll moral growth -


the mmanent ob jective of the art of living--depends upon a movement 


of the wi I 1: whether one wl I I or wl I I not (not can or cannot) volun-


tarl ly submit to this ontological condition which Imposes the I lmlts 


of finite freedom. This requires the activity of the total person 
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and cannot be opposed t o one activity among others or specified by 


these or those rules, canons or criteria. 


Ry I e mIsses not only the l ssue of mora I growth but g corre I atl ve ly ~ 


he doas r:ot understand the exp resslon "coming to the I ight" (John 3:21) 


which refers t o seeing something which is inherently conscious- an 


Interior activity. Since there Is nothing In his analysis cor res-


pondlr.g t o vision he misses the crucial activity of contemplation which 


Itself is not a matter of following rules since It Is activity tbat 


can be done rightly or wrongly. Ryle's definition of marksmansh ip 


as na complex of skllls11 !s difficult to distinguish from the behav-


lorlst position. 


Menclus can speak of moral ski I I on the basis of his vision of moral 


growth as possessing its own Immanent demands rather than a demand 


Imposed from without. He saw the ideal element within human nature 


which makes it possible to improve It, namely, its potential capaci ty 
(' 


to embody the mind of Tao. 


Cewey: ~Common Falthp Yale, 1934., pp~ 16-19., 33. 


Whereas Ryle sees a preexistent standard as the measure of Intel I igent 


capacities bul It up by training~ e.g., marksmanship is measured by 


hitting this selected target rather than some other, Dewey grasps that 


moral growth entails the transformation of~ standards. On this ac


count the distinction between the mind prone to err and the mind of 


Tao can be accomodated to his vision of moral actJvlty. He dist ingui shes 


between those changes in ourselves tn ·relation to the world which aro 


merely adaptive and those whose scope includes our being in its en-


tirety. These changes entail no specifiable resolve or choices but are 
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based on a move ment of wl II which Is not decIsIon. "It Is a change 


~ wl I I conceived as the o~anlc plenitude of our being, rather than 


any. special change~ wt II." 


The crucia l role of imag inati on I n the composing and harmoniz i ng of 


the se lf appears in his st atement that nthe whole self Is an Idea l , 


an I mag l nat! ve project! on." In deedp he remarks that the Idea of a 


whole Is not a ! itera! but an Imaginative Idea. Since the harmoni


zing of The self operates only through Imagination there can be no 


question of one's making a special act of wl I ling or deciding . Such 


a special act requires a particu:l ar object for ·Its aim and focus. 


Existence, or the world grasped as a whole, Is no such object yet 


It requlrBs that the self be harmonized with It or remain untranqu i I. 


Given, then,that one cannot choose to be In the world correct ly


though the need to unify the self remains Insistent- only one heal 


Ing possibility offers Itself: a change 2.!_ will rather than~ wi II. 


Such a change requires a total orientation, receptivity and openness 


t6 bel ng. 


Ski I I as a n~ans of app l ication of wisdom attains to a different s ig


nificance when operating within this change~ wll 1. Now It l s seen 


to . apply to an attitude that Informs alI the elements of our being 


and Is employed to maintain a mass ive aff i rmation of existence i n the 


face of every particular occasion for · negating it and so falling into 


the mind prone to err. Each step In one's passage from birth to 


and t hrough death Is self-transfonnatlve when made In the mind of 


Tao. The mind of Tao enables upon each lnstant a skillful refusal to 
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to exercise the mind prone to err. Each such refusal, Instant by 


Instant, marks a new beginning, as with Shun; In walking along the 


path of humanity and righteousness. 


\ 
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Maritain: Existe nce and the Existent, Image Book, Doubleday & Co., 


Inc., N.Y., 1956, pp. 49 n., 60, 88-9. Art and Scholasticism, 


Chas. Scribner's Sons, 1946, pp. 8-16. A Marltaln Reader, Image 


. Book I) N ~ Y. , 1966 , p • I 41 a 


Ll ke Dewey , Ma r I tal n re I ates the act I v lty of wL Jl·i ng to the who !e 


self, not on ly as the act of the person as such but as revealing the 


person to itself. Thus one Is a lwa ys able to determine the spirit of 


one 9 s conduct -whether one Is act ing toward the good opportunist!-


cal ly (for Yproflt' ~ as In The Co nfucian rejection of that motive) 


or behaving with seriousness and sincerity~ Both these thinkers grasp 


the act of the person as !ntemporal ly related to vision. A literal 


translat ion of John 3:21 consonantly reflects their phi losophlcal 


understanding of the human act: 'the one who Is doing the truth is 
( l"'-) 


coming to the light'. l.eop whl leone Is realizing truth iaaction, 


upon the same Instant his understanding deepens and expands. The rec-


tltude of our wl ! ling conditions the accuracy of our vision. 


Chu Hs i 's observation that righteousness Is not necessarl ly fulfl I led 


merely by doing good~ nor humanity fulft I led merely by one's being 


correct~ indicates his awareness that adequate human conduct Is not 


essentially a matter of rules. This parallels the Scholastic and Mar


l taln~ understanding of the virtue. of prudence as requiring that every 


particular case Is wl I Jed In a particular way of conforming to the 


end since no single moral case can be absolutely : tdantlcal with am-


othe rG This dra \'IS Mar ltaln to see that "the truth of the prudent ia l 


judgme nt Is cons idered tn relation to the undeviating Intention (QQI 


/.J 


conformitatem ad aopetttum rectum), not In relation to the event. 
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There seems little, if any p di stinction to be made between Maritain!s 


concept, "undeviating attent ion" and the Confucian virtue of firmness 


or correctness. Both refer to the ability to remain persevering in 


r lght act! on de sp lte eve ry conce 1 vab 0{ occasIon for abandoning one's 


course, l.e, 11 continuity in change. (cf. Hexagram 32, The Image, 


"---Thus the superior man stands finn and does not change his direc


tion." Wi lhelm/BayneQs trans.). 


In Part I~ p. 711 of this essay where some analysis Is made of ~'encius' 


po!ntlng to virtue with an analogy from archery, It is observed thatg 


nNo precise dupl icat ion of a fonner shot Is possib le since In t he mean


time conditions in one or more respects have changede ~eet i ng such 


changes adapt l vely requires patience and staying-power~ strength, 


qual !ties preeminently In the sage - Adaptive in his strength and 


firmly ordered in his ski II he maintains his fixed direction whl le 


changing with the times ·, and so he keeps on going well." Such an 


operative habit rest des chiefly In the wi II and perfects in the line 


of its own nature the person it Informs. It functions as an abiding 


qual !ty of mind and must not be confused with the modern notion of 


hablt, a compulsive, roochanlcal tendency, routinely expressea. 


It is Instructive to obse;ve a New Testament text (I John 3:7,9) which 


because of an Incorrect translation has caused untold mischief in 


.christian mora l theology: 'Whosoever is born of God---cannot s ln~ oe


cause he Is born of Godo' But the Greek does not read "and he can not 


commit sin" as the meaning has been rendered, but rather "and he can 


not go on slnning-9" the verb for sin being ln the present act ive i n


finit i ve - not In the aorist act, lnftn, The same sense Is observed 


• 
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in v. 3 which I lteral ly translated Is: "He that. keeps on doing 


righteousness is righteous •••• " The point made by the apostle Is 


one of abiding tendency not Individual particular acts of which no 


aggregated sum can by their own activity raise the level of being of 


the person. Only that quality of mind as a permanent condition which 


perfecTs In the line of Its own nature the person It informs can gen-


erate the "seriousness to straighten the Internal life and the right-


eousness to square the externa I II fe" (Hexagram 2, I! ne 2). 


Santayana, The Life of ReaSO.!!J Chas. Scribner's Sons, N. YG, 1955, 


PP• 427 f. 


In a rema rkab I e statement on the nature of l ntent as "act I on In the 


sphere of thought" Santayana l)ttempts to ra l se our grasp of l ntent 


above the level of mere feeling to that of asplratlonp passage, aware-


ness of an object which at times eludes any feeling 'for lt altogether. 


He observes that "the parts do not contain the movell".ent of transition 


which makes them a wholeo" Perhaps It would not distort his meaning 


to say that this transiti on ls the movement of a being's growth In 


capacity to express Its latenT qual !ties - a capacity for self-dis-


closure which Is touched off by the shifring character of Its c lr
~()"~ 


cumstantlal field. Thls movement of transition~· oased on an ideal 


tendency fmmanently possessed by tbe being itself ~ ts in no way 
ct- \A. t:rl ~ a..4 


reducible to~physi cal categories. 


It is simply the case that things tend Ideally not only to hold to 


their stations ln being but also to expand their Influence. alI things 
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being equalo Conscious beings meet Intent with Intent. They per


form an act of valuation which If correctly made establishes and 


underwrites each of their careers from strength to strength. 


Such a v!slon grasps the ssential ly dramatl c aspect of existence 


whl ch sees that things re not only related o themselves but also 


to what !s .ot themselves and the translation of alI these re la tions 


requires an activity that transcends the given. I fe, absorbEid 


from w!thcutP radiates outward and upward as it reaches to\vard its 


fu If i I !ment P name! y, l nte I teet whose act of inte lllgence po lnts a I ways 


toward an Immanent perfection. This perfectlon, · grasped lmaginatlvely 6 


impresses the organism with a prophetic, oracu lar and practica l aim 


embodied in Intent as action In the sphere of thought. 


Intent, when successful, in Santayana's terms, exemplifies ski I I in 


s~itlng action to the purpose and Indicates Intel teet's essence as 


practical. This refusal to envision the Ideal order as divorced from 


the dally round of commonplace affairs conforms to the Confucian ra


dical concern for self-transformation which is understood and promoted 


as the most valuable and practical of human activities. 
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Mencius employs the concept Ch•iao, skill, in 5B :1.7 in the con


text of a multiple analogy.l He resorts to this rhetorical device 


in an effort to communicate two great virtues of Confucius, time


liness and self-fulfillment. The analogy implies that these two 


virtues are coordinately related. Mencius calls Confucius a com


plete musical concert during which al~ constituent and contributing 


elements are integrally related - an image of wholeness; as quali


fied by the character ch'eng, maturity (complete, in the sense of 


full flowering of potentialities), it suggests the man mature 


enough to bear arms and to act decisively. The times to begin and 


end the performance are also integral to the whole event. The 


ability to determine these correctly is a mark of timeliness, the 


parts of which virtue appear to be 1) wisdom to begin the harmony; 


and 2) sageness for terminating it. 


Mencius likens chih, wisdom, to ch'iao, skill; and sheng, sageness, 


to li, strength. When aiming at a target, he says, one reaches it 


through his strength; but it is not through his strength that he 


hits the mark. In sum, the .wisdom to begin the harmony is like skill 


and the sageness to conclude it is like strength. 


This structure represents a dialectic of the will. When grasped 


correctly, decision-making comprises two 'moments• intemporally re


lated: !)discernment sufficient to determine the favorable opportun


ity and 2) the strength and staying power to seize and embrace it 


(2A:l.9). Strictly speaking, both these 'moments' are compresent 


in effective decision whether one decides to begin an activity or 
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or conclude it. An examination of the elements in Mencius' 


analogy will show this. It will appear that self-unification is 


the prerequisite for attaining to timeliness while, on the other 


hand, timeliness is the indispensable condition on which self-uni-


fication is based. Since the concepts involved in Mencius• analogy 


are dialectically related they are best studied in terms of their 


polarities: wisdom/sageness; beginning/ending; skill/strength. 


Against that background any one of the six concepts can be brought 


forward for particular examination. The following notes are in sup-


port of such a ·focus on the role of skill in self-culture. 


Chih, wisdom: Mencius observes that wisdom and 
discernment are not like embracing the favorable 
opportunity (2A:l.9). Wisdom as prudence is needed 
in a prince of a small country when serving a large 
one (1B:3.1). To learn without satiety is wisdom. 
Sufficient wisdom is needed to know the sage (2A:2.19,25). 
Wisdom discerns the need to choose freely benevolence 
and failing to do so is a sign of not being wise 
( 2A: 7.2) • It is rooted in the heart of the ch;in _ 
~ and if one would excell in gaining wisdom he must 
make a pure act of attention (7A:21.4 and 6A:9.3 
respectively). That one requires sufficient wisdom 
to know the sage perhaps implies a power both to re
cognize and to understand him. - at least in some de
gree. 


I was unable to find ~ , chih, in the Book of 
Change~ (text, Z. D. Sung) but *0 , chih, only. 
Neither Legge nor \~ilhelm is averse to translating 
~n , •wisdom•, in certain passages. Its use 
throughout the Ta Chuan indicates the following as
sociations: 1) precognition (1.10.2); precognition 
or foreknowledge associated with immediate action 
(2.5.11); penetration to the important aspects of 
surviving and perishing (2.9.4) and the circumstances 
of the dark and the light, death and birth according 
to their cycle (1.4.2); the wise see Tao's movement 
and call it wisdo~ - literally, perhaps, wisdom re
cognizes itself in wisdom- (1.5.3); 2) wisdom con
fers loftiness of viewpoint (1.7.1) through wisdom 
the sages stored up the past, i~e., consciously 
funded experience (1.11.2); 3) sages discern the 
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proc~sses of transformation (2.5.4); who~ver knows 
the tao. of cha_~ge understands spiritual activity 
(1.9.10); 4) ch'ien knows the great beginnings -
when things are germinal (1.1.5) an~ it YJlows where 
danger lurks as k' un knows where obstruc·tion lies 
(2.12.1). 


Four hexagrams associate wisdom prudentially with 
timing: 1) ~eat wisdom grasps th~ right time to 
reveal itself, 2.3b; 2) it is a mark of wisdom for 
one to arrest his steps on seeing danger, . 39 , 
T'uan Chuan; 3) one discerns when his course is 
free or obstructed; 6o.lb; 4) one is not ·wise when 
he cannot perceive the consequences of his actions, 
64.lb. 


These activities and descriptions of wisdom both in Men.cius and the. 


Book of Changes show two parts of the 5ame:. the power to see Tao's 


movement and to choose benevolence free~y; the power to suit action 


to the purpose in relation to t~ings that serve ha~an good or ill. 


On the face of it it is difficult to see where this doctrine varies 


·' : in principle from the western classical tradition. Aristotle dis-


tinguishes wisdom as such· by refering it to a "consummated knowledge 


of the most exalted objects" and prudence as the right judgment about 


what to do wherein the do~ng of the end is none other than the act 


itself, namely, doing well Uac • . Ethics 6.7. 114la21; 6.5. (ll4ob4) 


i3.7. 1145ai). 


Sheng:sageness: Mencius chiefly characterizes the 
sage as _one who exercises a transforming influence 
for the good (7B:25.7,8), whose principles accord 
with other sages (4B:l-3,4) and who rectifies men's 
hearts (3B:. q _ ~13) untiringly. 


The Books of Changes refers extensively to the sage 
in the Ta Chuan; T'uan Chuan of eight hexagrams; 
and in the Shuo Kua. 


Ta Chuan: On the whole this treatise presents the 
sage as anxious for the common good which he serves 
industriously first by exalting his own nature 
which extends his field of action (1.5.4; 1.7.1). 
Sages search out the depths exhaustively and grasp 
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the beginnings of all things (1.10.5). They are 
the makers of things for practical use that benefit 
all under the sky, e.g., they substituted houses 
(buildings) for caves (1.11.7; 2.2.11) and invented 
written documents to replace knotted cords (2.2.13). 
Shuo kua: This discussion on the trigrams of the 
Book of ~nanges describes the sages as making this 
oracle and determining the three taos: heaven, ·earth 
and man. · 


The following eight hexagrams employ the character 
sheng: 1.6b, the sage discerns how to move forward 
and how to draw back, to support and to let perish 
without violating his nature; 4, T•uan Chuan, 
the sage effects work that results from effort to 
nourish the young and to correct .(expressions of 
their nature); 16, T'uan Chuan, the sage is grace
fully obedient to movement (that suits the purpose, 
i.e., Tao); 20, T'uan Chuan, sages undertake a 
spiritual way in this instruction; "27, T'uan Chuan, 
sages nourish men of worth to reach the populace; 
31, T'uan Chuan, the sage influences (moves, touches) 
the minds (hearts) of men effecting harmony and rest; 
32, T'uan Chuan, the sage remains always in his course 
and all under the sk~ are transformed and brought to 
ch'eng, maturity; 50, T'uan Chuan, sages cooked their 
offerings to present them to Shang Ti (Lord God) and 
made feasts to nourish the wise and able. 


The above descriptions of sageness are almost all concerned to state 


an activity which is efficiently related to its object. The emphasis 


is on the moving power of the sage to effect by influence and invention 


a transformation of his environment. This is done, however, non-coercive-


ly toward the human society of which he is a member. It is noteworthy 


that with very few exceptions each description of the chun tzu stated 


in the Image of each hexagram points ~o his operation - to what he 


~~ not what he is. Sageness appears to be the underlying efficient 


energy that supports and executes the vision and intention of wisdom. 


Shih, beginning: There are at least two passages in 
the Mencius which employ shih in its radical sense 
of a generative movement as distinguished from a 
mere s t art. Thus Legge translates froo 2B:l0.7, 
"--- took its ~from ---." In 3A:3.2 the char
acter is used in the context of seasonal sowing of 
grain. 
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The Book of Changes emphasizes the notion of genera
tion in its use of Shih: Ta Chuan 1.4.2: Going back 
to the shih, generation, of things and following them 
to their chung, completion, (the sage) discerns the 
lessons of life and death. ~ne coupling of chung, 
completion, with shih, generation occurs in four hexa
gr~~s: 1, T•uan Chuan, all things -owe their generation 
to the Creative (in its role as efficient cause in con
~rast to the Creative as jG , the primordially_origi
nating power and final cause - though not as indepen
dent of the Receptive who shares in the same attributes); 
the sage understands chung, completion and generation. 
In three other hexagrams chung and shih are coupleS: 
18, completion, therefore generation. Hex. 32 repeats 
this virtual formula. 54, The marrying maiden. is mans 
completion and generation. 54, Image, the chUn tzu 
understands the transitory through the ongoingness of 
completion. 


The coupling of chung and shih indicates the complete course of an 


affair- a cycle of time that is fulfilled within the greater flow 


of being. 


Chung, co~pletion. with reference to a span of time: At 
least six texts in the Mencius express chung in this 
manner. 5B:4.6, Confucius never completed a residence 
of three years i~ any state; 7A:39.4, complete the whole 
period; 5B:3.4, he stopped (completed) and went no far
ther (this in relation to an expression of friendship 
for a time period proper to the occasion which when com
pleted did not admit of any initiatives belonging to a 
different class of actions; 3B:l.4, whole day; 4A:9.5, 
failure to provide in time for an exigency cannot be 
compensated for during a whole life-time; 4B:28.7, the 
chUn. tzu has life-long anxiety (painstaking concern?). 


The Book of Changes and Lao Tzu each conjoin chung and 
shih in sentences of similar meaning and construction: 
Ta Chuan .2.ll, chu I chung shih; Lao Tzu 64, shen chung 
chih shih. These function as virtual maxims, (use) awe 
before completion and generation; caution in completion, 
discernment in generating. (Legge, Waley, Duyvendak, 
Wilhelm do not make the distinction between shen and chih 
in their translations of this passage from Lao Tzu). 


The commentary on the Words of the Text of Hex. 2, line 3 provides 


an instructive distinction between chung and ch'eng in which chung 


is employed in a w~ that further clarifies its meaning: Earth's way 


makes no display of ch'eng, work fulfilled, but to bring things to 
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chung,completion. Clearly, the emphasis here on the Receptiv~s re-


lation to chung refers it to a supportive role indicating a perse7er-


ing effort to ·assist things to develop within the time span allotted 


them by Tao - and to take no credit for their eventual flow&ring. 


Hex. 15.3: The chiin tzu of modesty and toil yu chung, bas comple.tion 


(i.e., completes the time period). Compare the phrase shih wu chung-


unfinished, abortive. The effort required for consciously bearing the 


movement of Tao recallSthe descriptions of the sage. 


Ch'iao, skill: Apart from the perjorative sense of 
this word to mean contrivances, plots and schemes -
a plain straightforward meaning - the word is used by 
Mencius to indicate a quality that is indicated rather 
than specified by the word: Kung-shu's skill of hand 
without compass and square is insufficient to form . 
squares and circles (4A:i.l.), yet a carpenter o~ car
riage-maker may give a man those tools but cannot make 
him skilful in their use (7B:5). This hinting, this 
indirectness, is vivid in 5B:l.7 with the analogy from 
archery - that one reaches the mark by reason of 
strength but it is not owing to strength that one hits 
it. This illustration is offered to illuminate the 
analogy, wisdom: skill:: sageness: strength. 


A ready inference tempts one to supply skill as that which hits the 


mark. A full reflection cautions against it and suggests that Mencius 


is not indulging in mere calculative exercises. 


Strength and skill are necessary but not sufficient conditions for 


hitting the mark. Strength without skill misses it completely and 


skill without strength cannot even reach it. The union of both is 


reguired. Indeed, more strength is needed than merely to reach the 


mark. since without extra momentum the arrow could not penetrate the 


target. Skill is vain without a moving cause to apply it and imperma-


nent without constant practice to maintain it. 


More critically, the union, as such, of strength and skill is not, 
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strictly speaking, something already possessed but subject to a con-


tinual acquiring. No precise duplication of a former shot is possible 


since in the meantime conditions in one or more respects have changed. 


Meeting such changes adaptively requires patience and staying-power -


strength - qualities preeminently present in the sage who teaches ac-


cording to the state of readiness in his pupils and untiringly contri-


butes to the common good. Adaptive in his strength and firmly ordered 


in his skill he maintains his fixed direction while changing with the 


times; and so he keeps on going well. 


Continuity . in change is the hallmark of the chung shih cycle. Chung 


and shih obtain universally in both non-human and hum~~ activities. 


In human activity chung calls for modesty and utmost caution and shih 


for heedfulness and a pure act of attention. Operatively, chung and 


shih reciprocally reinforce·· each other. Heedfulness nourishes modesty 


and caution rectifies attention. 


A similar dialectical structure obtains between wisdom and sageness. 


Wisdom is spiritual discernment nourished by experience and sageness 


is humane practice informed with the vision of Tao.2 While one is 


practicing humanity, jen, his spiritual discernment is increasing and 


while the vision of Tao prevails his passage is continually rectified. 


Skill rather than strength points to the mystery of their union since 


skill, _analogous to shih, generation, opens out on the hidden, the 


profound and germinal. More precisely, skill points always to the 


half potential, half actual in the flo~ of being. If a thing changes 


continuously it reaches a between, a midway, before reaching its com-


pletion or that to which it reaches last (Aristotle, Physics, 5.3. 
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226b23). This midpoint is the signature of finite being, namely, being 


that is subject to change. Here beginning and ending pass into one an-


other and ~hen, in all respects, in human activity starting and stopping 


are timely- each at the right time - one observes them as both features 


of rest. They are grasped as generation and completion - one abiding 


cycle. · Skill comes into its own at this midway point in passage be-


tween potentiality and actuality ~here movement is .most vulnerable to 


diversion from its course. Skill reaches for and rests in the incalcu-


able, a power not its own. 


!he reluctance of Mencius to reduce skill to an analytical definition 


is consonant with his not specifying in what the difference consists be-


tween man and ·animals (4B:l9.1,2). Legge takes him to task for regard-


ing the difference as slight. Ln his note Legge adduces a commentator 


who finds the key to this passage in the .distinction between ~he mind 


prone to err' and 
. ~~ . 


'the mind of reason' (literally,ATao) - expressions 


in the Shu-ching 2.2.15. Legge sees the difference as bet~een know-


ledge of righteousness and the want of it. (Such a notion is a common-


place in the history of western culture, though it would be hard to 


support it biblically). 


Perhaps Mencius saw the difference as consisting in ways of being rather 


than of knowing. If so, his point can be sustained. Man's nature is 


qualified by a negative power - 'the mind prone to err' - which enables 


him to negate his proper relation to the Way. Yet this power, when 


exercised, is unable qualitatively to create or add being. Therefore, 


seen from the point of view of being, it is slight. It is indeed a 


matter of clinical cagnitude that one can null the good and oppose 


well-being but it is beside the point which Mencius is making, namely, 
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that Sh.u:n, in walking along the path of humanity and righteousnass 


had no need to pursue them since while so walking he was continually 


acquiring them. His activity was satisfied by its o~ exercise. The 


power to negate well-being is no mark of real knowledge but of poten


tial stupidity. When exercised, it can yield information but not 


understanding. Actualized, it produces· a condition Confucius per


haps in part referred to when he says that only the most intelligent 


and the most stupid do not change (Analects 17.3). Had Legge grasped 


this he would not likely have said of Mencius 2A:6.7: "How is it that 


after all his analyses of our nature to prove its goodness, the ap


plication of his principles must begin with an IF?" 


The power to negate well being is itself a gift of human nature and 


the conscious refusal to exercise this negation establishes in act the 


humane character of human·finite freedom and autonomy. Mencius shows 


himself aware of this in ;1. :~fi,.{,: '\'/hen men say of themselves that they 


cannot develop the four principles, they play the thief with themselves•' 


(Legge). 


Like skill, this negative human powe~ when correctly ordered opens out 


on mystery and Tao. Its discovery and proper function are matters of 


practice and continual acquiring - not permanent possession. If this 


is correct, then Mencius, who grasped the nature of the will so well 


and at forty attained to an unperturbed mind (2A:2.1.) must have from 


that time forward been always skilfully joining the end to the begin


ning. (To be continued). 







... 


Footnotes 


$'tyc.4. t. ~'¥~c..( 
1. A similarAcorrespondenc~ is employed in Psalm 85:10-13. 


2. cr. John 3:21, 'The one who is doing the truth is coming to the 
light. The relation between one activity and ~ther is intemporal. 


v~~t.. 
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Explanatory note: 


The following discussion Is an attempt to see what genuine com


parative aspects obtain among Confucian, Biblical and recent con-


temporary western thought. included the relatively longer and 


more technical analysis of biblical thought In an effort to compare 


an ancient western text which I hoped might serve as a bridge from 


earlier Confucian thought to the present, If preferred, one can 


omit the biblical discussion and begin with the four recent western 


thinkers beginning with p. 24. 


The purpose of Parts I and II of the p~r Is to make a beg I nnl ng 


toward I) abstracting the formal principle of self-cultivation which 


Is embodied In timeliness and 2) to abstract the principle of one's 


functional relation to ultimacy or Tao In Its aspect of finality. 


This Is embodied, I think, In self-unification or wholeness, 
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Comparisons with Biblical Thought and Some 20th Century Thinkers: 


Maritain, Dewey, Santayana, Ryle 


The dialectic of the wi I I pointed to by Mencius (58: 1.7> with his 


analogy from archery- that one reaches the mark by reason of strength 


but it is not owing to strength that one hits it - seems based on the 


fundamental intuition that right action, successful aim, is activity 


of the total person. The recognition of this duality in unity enables 


him to observe the relation between timeliness and self-fulfi I lment 


as a six-fold polar structure: wisdom/ sageness; beginning/ending; 


ski It/strength, i.e., ski I I, wisdom and beginning are dialectically 


opposed to strength, sageness and ending. Since these oppositions 


are by nature polar they are interdependent and form an organic whole. 


They are not an opposed aggregation of parts atomistical ly related. 


This secures ·them against a merely quantitative reduction since an 


abstract analysis of their elements wi II not suffice to grasp their 


root significance. One, himself, must be I iving out their principle 


or miss their meaning. 


Biblical: 


The creation story of Genesis I has, I think, an ontological implica


tion which lends support to this vision of Mencius. In the Genesis 


series of primordial creative acts the separation of the waters into 


above and below is the only instance that requires the severing of 


one body Into two. This establishes a duality within one and the 


same element and nature. 
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The separation performed upon the waters is an interior division--a 


separation within the same nature. Such an act entai Is a natural 


bent toward an undividing of the division, a reintegration of what 


has been put asunder. Water, when suspended in fall tends to en


sphere itself (for instance, into droplets>; its ideal tendency is 


always toward a spherical form, an organic whole. Its currents fol


low Its nature and wherever its activity prevai Is it rounds itself 


about Its object absorbing Into itself the nature of the other. 


This marvelous capacity for comprehending its object without in


curring undue resistance to is embrace enables water to be always on 


its way. It Is an archetype of homelessness precisely because it is 


so capable of being wholly a totality unto itself. It looks for no 


separate abiding place. 


No other element so strives to return to itself. Genesis most aptly 


chooses water's division to introduce an image of finite being striv


ing always to complete itself. With the established separation of the 


waters from the waters through the creation of the vault, contingency 


is born, and in this condition alI concrete forms enjoy their natural 


careers. Finite freedom, that which both binds and excites movement, 


secures the unending flow of things that come to be and pass away. 


The Hebrew text of Genesis describing the dividing of the waters 


clearly local lzes the firmament (vault or heaven(s)) between the 


waters; i.e., I iteral ly, It is created to cause the dividing between 


them. The preposition, t)eyn, 'between' is from the root bTn, 'discern. 1 
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Beyn is used not only of locality and with verbs of dividing but 


also with judging and teaching, explaining, distinguishing. lnstruc-


tion and understanding are also associated with uses of the word. 


The power of conscious reflection is implied in these extended mean


ings. The word is used metaphorically for the division between the 


day and night caused ?Y the creation of the luminaries in the expanse 


or firmament (Gen. 1: 14>. The word points to formal distinctions re


cognized and generated by thought, and so it is not farfetched to 


infer from this that the image, water, implies metaphorically a re-


flective power, a capacity to make and discern distinctions which are 


the mark of understanding. Proverbs 8:14 uses bTnah, 'understanding,' 


as a property of wisdom, hakmah: '· •• I (am) understanding (AV), 


Clearly more is ental led for meaning here than were this simply a 


case of I iterary parallelism, If this text is translated quite liter-


ally, It appears that understanding or discernment is intrinsic to 


wisdom's nature whereas counsel, discretion and strength, she says, 


she possesses. Most striking is the relation of the vault or heaven 


to the division of the waters. The text does not say that the waters 


separated or were made to separate so that heaven could come Into be-


ing. Rather, it is heaven itself which, at God's command, separates 


waters from waters. Clearly, this indicates that heaven is not a va-


cuum nor an imposed privation, It is a being in its own right whose 


appointed activity is, according to the literal Hebrew, 1to be in-


the-midst-of the waters dividing between waters to-waters'; or, 


'in the interval of waters with reference to waters, i.e., between 


the waters and the waters .' It is a being-in-the-middle being that 
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God himself cal Is heaven Cv.8). When the waters remain unseparated, 


the I ight, I ike the Spirit (wind), touches only their surface. When 


heaven separates them transcendent energy finds an immanent role and 


a home within the finite order. While the possibility of self-es-


trangement is established through the separation of the higher and 


the lower within the same nature, heaven, as the separator, remains 


the connecting medium between them. Heaven, the divider, is also the 


reconciler through which are brought together In a higher level of 


activity what must otherwise remain asunder. 


Applied to an analysis of 'tal len' human beings, the separation, as 


such, serves as an image of unstable, doubleminded self-consciousness. 


This condition is described in biblical Hebrew as one's having ·~ 


heart and a heart' Cbel'e~ wale.£, Ps.l2:2(3) and its negation in a 


warrior's firm resolve, belol leb waleb Chron. 12:33(34)) literally, - -
'not of a double heart'. St. James probably had 


/ 
this expression in mind when describing it in Greek as (.f,.,v~o,, 


Jas. I :8; 4:8 and nowhere else in N.T., LXX or the secular writings>. 


In 4:8 he associates this word with the heart directly< ••• ka~ 


\<ry.>~C:a.., dt~U)(Ol. ). 


Psalm 85:10-13, one of the most beautiful passages in the Hebrew 


scriptures, describes the union of divine attributes in terms of a 


) / 


ClYVlo'a.Tt 


functional duality: 'Mercy and truth are met together; righteousness 
S ~cl.l\ . 


and peace have kissed each other. Truth~ spring out of the earth; 


and righteousness shal I look down from heaven' (10,1 I AV>. The sim-


pie structure of the dialectical interrelations enjoyed by these vir-
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tues is profound and far-reaching. Even a brief examination of the 


text should indicate this. The ancient visionary motif of the com


plementary relation between heaven and earth underlies and supports 


this operation of harmony and reconciliation among the energies des


cribed, Clearly, on the side of heaven are mercy (~ese~ 'goodness,' 


'loving-kindness'> and righteousness; on that of earth, truth and 


peace. Isaiah 45:8 <NEB> presents a simi tar image of polar activity: 


'Rain righteousness, you heavens, let the skies above pou·r down; let 


the earth open to receive it, that it may bear the fruit of salvation 


with righteousness in blossom at its side. AI I this, l the Lord, 


have created.' Essentially, the initiative is heaven's and the response 


belongs to earth, Existentially, the relation between heaven and earth 


is dialectically ·continuous and reciprocal; initiative <action) and re


sponse (undergoing) are shared alike since the principals, heaven and 


earth, influence each other mutually: heaven stimulates earth whose 


response stimulates heaven which responds by restimulating earth. 


Existence knows both rupture and ongoing communion within this cosmic 


dance whose e~hical and spiritual correlatives move the play of human 


choice and transformation. These raise the destiny of man above the 


round of natural process while his ends are served within it--but 


only insofar as man awakens to his possible re-birth to a qualitatively 


higher level of existence has he any hope of attaining to his proper 


destiny. Unti I then its prospect quite eludes him. 


The Hebrew words for righteousness and peace, (~edeq and ~alam) Imply 


a relationshio of functions and power which is not immediately apparent 
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abiding and present acquiring. Activity determines character. 


What has all this to do with the waters of Genesis I? Much, since 


none of the above differentiations are Independent of the duality 


cal led heaven and earth, and these come Into manifest being after 


the waters are divided--not before. It Is apparent that from the 


very beginning of the Genesis account primordial duality obtains


from the beginning of the Spirit's moving upon the waters to the 


separation of light from darkness to separation of the heavens above 


and the earth beneath. In the same order righteousness and mercy 


are associated with heaven as peace and truth are with earth--as 


noted earlier on. Analegously, then, the primordial association of 


righteousness Is with the upper waters (cf. lsa.45:8) and peace with 


the lower. 


The stark Importance of this correlation lies In Its suggestion for 


the foundations of human behaviour, since If the biblical vision of 


the nature of man Is fundamentally correct It Is always Incumbent upon 


him to engage activity which works toward harmonizing the existential 


dual tty within himself. All attempts to overtook or reduce this dual-


tty to an undifferentiated chaos must be assaults which he misguidedly 


makes upon his own nature. Such responses to his Impatience and frus


tration with his contingent existence reveal a deeper motivation than 


the desire to play the tragic hero. Rather, they betray his vague ap-


prehension that his own nature (as with the Waters) Is essentially one; 


and that Its existential duality requires from him an Immediate and 


appropriate response which, when based solely on his 
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own contrivance, forever eludes him. The power to undergo such an 


apprehension marks man as a spiritual beinq in that one of the prin-


cipal activities of spirit is the rectification of immanent activi-


ties which have become disordered• The only standpoint that admits 


of a possible self-reconstitution--by which one recovers his true 


self--has many varying descriptions 001ong the religious literatures 


of the world. It Is cogently expressed by Klerkegaard In his ob-


servatlon that "man, regarded as spirit, Is always In a critical 


condition ••• when man is regarded as spirit both health and 


sickness are critical. There is no such thing as 'Immediate' 


he a I th of the s pi r It." 


If there is no such thing as immediate health for the spirit of 


man, since both health and sickness-spiritually understood--are 


critical, he must find his stab! I ity in an ene~y which whl le lm-


manently avai table to him oossesses a perfection of heal lng quiet-


ude and strength qualitatively transcendent to anything he could 


ask or think, This transcendent Immanence is always presented in 


biblical literature as an energy ;:,nthopanorphlcc=llly Intuited as 


simi tar to the immanent activities of thought and wi I I In man. 


Precisely the transcendent quality of this abiding Immanence gen-


erates in us the sentiment for perfection. Eoually, its power to 


release our latent notentialities for growth stimulates the longing for 


completlrn. Perfection is not oroperly conceived as an end beyond 


the activity undertaken to achieve it. It is Intrinsic to the ac-
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tivity Itself. A thing can move oerfectly whl le completing itself--


as a plant when growing wei I or a human person sn in accord with his 


nature that his very acting fulfi I Is him. Whereas 'there is not a 


righteous man upon earth, that doeth good, and sinneth not' (Eccl.7: 


20 AV), the one who 'doeth righteousness at all times' Is accounted 


blessed (F's.l06:3; 15:1-2 AV>. Righteousness, as sot'1ethlng accom-


pllshed In the doing is consonant with perfection, a 


qua I i ty of movement. 


The longing for completion sees In peace Its consummation; for peace 


requires that alI parts are ~t suitably in the whole. It Is both 


a social condition and its achievement. Further, It Is associated 


with timing, i.e., a proper, suitable time. Time (et) in this sense 


is used some twenty-six times in Ecclesiastes 3:2-8 In which the 


providence of God is described as so arranging the passage of events 


that man has no other recourse but to make the best of things as they 


are. Among the things timed providentially Is peace (~alom) which 
, , . 


the SeptuagInt trans I ates Hf'?"'?; no other word than ;a 1<5m Is so trans-


fated. 


The reciprocal and mutually reinforcing relationship between right-


eousness and peace (fulfl I lment) Is grounded on rhythm, the measured 


motion of nature. Right action Is first and foremost action in har-


mony with one's own nature and what a time requires, however diffi-


cult it might be to discern the nature of the time and what is fit-


tlng to the purpose. Complementarity, fulfi I lment attends both the 


decision and the deed that issue In a timely new existence. Right-
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teousness and peace, according to the paradigm in Psalm 85 enjoy 


an lntemporal relation, \'/here and when the one Is, there Is the 


other also. In obedience to God,one's peace Is as a river and his 


righteousness as the waves of the sea ( lsa.48:18), and to be spirit-


ual ly minded is life and peace (Rom,8:6), and great peace is the 


possession of those who love His law (Ps. I 19: 165). Where peace 


is referred to a future condition as the fruit of righteousness 


( lsa.32:17), the Image Is drawn from organic being in which the 


principles of beginning (seed) and end (fruit) are properly grasp-


ed as compresent causes. The complement to this lsalan text lndl-


cates the cycl leal character, the formal movement, of the relation 


between righteousness and peace: 'And the fruit of righteousness 


is sown In peace of them that make peace'--- (James 3: 18 AV), 


- J I or 1 by them that make peace 1 ("Toi:'s "trot. 0 "'(f'"" ti.P?'~~?'~~) ; I , e., the 


fruit of the seed sown In peace by those who are doing peace Is a 


Is a harvest of righteousness. The two texts dynamically reflect 


one another as though they danced together In a movement timelessly 


eulsed. Isaiah envisions a "time," a situation, when the desolation 


described in verses 13-14 no longer obtains after the Spirit Is 


poured down from on high (v,t5); and now 'righteousness' shal I yield 


peace and Its fruit be quietness and confidence forever <v. 17 NEB>. 


Clearly, In the functional order of their relationship, righteousness 


Is dominant; as In the logical order It Is prior to peace. Yet, gen-


eratlvely, unless the seeds of righteousness are sown In peace the 


harvest cannot be counted on to be reaped In oeace, The divine order 


m~rvelouslv secures itself against the humbug of a sentimental altruism 
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that !mag I nes that "good works" a I one can coerce peace or a benign 


environment alone generate righteousness. 


Analogously, these scriptural distinctions assist a philosophical 


grasp of the concepts perfection and completion which in daily dis-


course are not usually wet I discriminated. Perfection Is essentially 


a quality of function. It Informs the episodic passage of events 


with an abiding tranqul lity and repose. Perfection, In the order 


of human conduct, is revealed in the life of decision when dellbera-


tion Is based on a pure act of attention. The purer the act of at-


tention, the more just the decision; the more Just the decision, the 


clearer the course of one's passage appears; and since the mind's 


composure depends upon intell igibi I ltv, If one is not In accord with 


~is own nature he cannot act with ease. Such ease, tranquility and 


repose In action Is the material foundation upon which a perfect per-


formance relies. Righteousness is not conformity to an extrinsic 


rule. It Is the Immanent perfection of divine or human activity 


whose goal is intrinsic to that activity; and such activity, satisfied 


by its own exercise, continues at peace with itself. 


Completion provides the link between the end of one movement and the 


beginning of another. It Is the seal of continuity In change. Finite . 
..,. ·~~c-1-..:_;t. e.""-Js, \)OS'HS'S w"-+L...;"' -ti...t."""-"t(vt;:) ~..clt....t ~~"'c..U.o ~~ .... .! +l...t..W" • 


c,_ 'S """"-.A-~ ""'0 • beings, movlnq to real lze their~QQR&W~~atleRs. Completion is not a 


terminus. Completion Is the abiding energy which directs and draws 


beings In their passage toward actualizations proper to their natures. 


Biblically envisioned, the created world, as the direct manifestation 


of God's providence CPs. 19; 29; 104), is not subject to sane u ltlmate 
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caprice but moves with strict regard to an intrinsic formal measure: 


'Whatever has been already Is, and whatever is has been already, and 


God summons each event back in turn' (Eccl.3:15). What has happened 


wl II happen again, and what has been done wl I I be done ~gain, and 


there is nothing new under the sun ( 1:9>. Generations come and gen


erations go but the earth endures forever' (I :4) NEB. Similarly in 


the Greek tradition Sophocles has Ajax observe: 'Strangely, the 


long and countless drift of time brings all things forth fnom dark


ness Into II ght, then covers them once more. 1 


Perfection arises out of freedom of choice which, when actualized, 


enlarges or diminishes existence. Completion provides existence a 


certain scope and measured flow. It secures for perfection an In


telligible embodiment as does earth the wl I I of heaven; for the 


earth is fixed on its foundation and can never be shaken (Ps.l04:5). 


Completion's unalterable round is the truth that springs from the 


earth, as perfection's creatively adaptive precision Is the right


eousness that looks down from heaven (Ps.85: II>. 


The discussion so far leads to the conclusion that the root image 


of the waters, as biblically presented, suggests that out of which 


development takes its course e~ergently; yet, not as though the 


waters were self-generating since their generative function depends 


upon a higher agency, Spirit (John 4:24). Spirit makes this devel


opmental activity possible by introduclnq an Interiority, ~"space" 


wIthIn the natu ro of thIs e I ement. \'II th the introductIon of thIs 
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duality the posslbl lity of self-estrangement Is established. Pre


cisely this possibl lity, however, Is the condition upon which love 


is actualized. For love there must be at least two. Where the 


possibl lity of estrangement is actualized (as was not the case In 


the creation story (Gen. 1-2)) love must work on~ fronts since 


It now faces both the posslbl llty of estrangement and its demonic 


actualization. This Is the condition of the world as we know it. 


Briefly stated, a weak righteousness actual lzes the posslbl lity of 


self-estrangement by dissolutely presuming upon a divine Inter


vention to coerce well being. ("Oh well, things wi II work out.") 


Correspondingly, a reckless lmpositf.on of a "hard" truth In an ef


fort to coerce order for the sake of peace presumes for Itself a 


power to prevai I which no finite being possesses. ("One must win 


regardless!") Either spiritual pathology--whether the weakness of 


throwing oneself away or that of recklessly Imposing self-wl I l--is 


symptomatic of self-estrangement. Each of these archetypal spirit-


ual disorders Is doomed to reoeat Itself Indefinitely unti I atten


tion turns away from a fixed focus upon extrinsic activity to what 


is 'from above' or internal activity; for essentially they are one 


and the same insofar as they point to another, a 'higher' level of 


being. They are the "heavenly" In contrast with the "earthly." 


Where mercy and truth meet, where righteousness and peace kiss each 


other, they do so just within the heart of the Individual person 


or not at ~II. To be consciously In touch with one's own Inner 


being Is to understand the spirit as distinguished from the letter 


of the Law; It Is to grasp truth, goodness and beauty as present 
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possessions despite affliction, persecution ~nd general misfortune 


and despite high pleasure_ personal glory and material riches. For 


as one values In his soul_ so is he (~a¢ar bena~~~o Prov. 23:7). 


This Is not difficult to grasp when one sees that the world exists 


in many dimensions (abiding-places,...uovcH~ John 14: 2,23) and one's 


passage among and between them, vertically understood, is a matter 


of the quality of one's Inner I ife and the degree of consciousness 


he brings to It; for these underlie the level of a person's being. 


The duality in unity between righteousness and r>eace contains also 


the polarity between initiative and response (beginning and ending) 


as was observed in I sa. 45:8. Righteousness, like in ~~enclus' skill, 


begins In action that suits the purpose, that conduces to the good 


end. Peace, an ongoing consumm!tlon and not a terminus, Is like 


ending or completion In Menclus In that completion links the end 


of one movement to the beginning of another. Like Aristotle's 


material cause It supports the procession of forms as the principle 


of continuity In change. 


It is not difficult to see In this biblical vision a structure 


which though expressed in a different idiom, is akin to that which 


Mencius describes in his effort to reveal the depth dimension in 


both the movements of self-transformation and natural process. The 


likeness of concern and concept between the two traditions becomes 


clear at the point where both declare that the activities proper 


to tlmel !ness and wholeness (self-unification) are lntemporal ly 


related and reclorocal ly reinforcing within the chung ~cycle 


as discussed In PRrt I of this essay. 
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Ryle: The Concept 2L~, Hutchinson & Co., Ltd., London, 1960, pp. 40-51. 


In his essay, ~Concept 2L ~~ ind, Ryle offers a discussion of ski II 


which is In sharp contrast to the way It is conceived and expressed 


in both biblical and Mencian terms. In his cleverly written effort 


to refute Cartesianism through an attack upon "the ghost In the ma-


chine" he successfully indicates the untenable character of a mind-


body dual Ism. Such an effort might encourage one to think that his 


argument makes common cause with the holistic character of Confucian 


thought. But there are crucial differences between his position and 


the Confucian understanding of human behavior. In Ryle's discussion 


there is nothing corresponding to the issue of moral growth. He can-


not talk about the mind prone to err which conduces to a negative 


act that In no way results from !!2!,. following a rule. For Ryle, 


knowing how, while not a single track disposition, is nonetheless 


exercised by observing rules or canons or applying criteria. A grasp 


of these and ski II in their execution enables the normal person to 


do ("can do"> many things which the idiot cannot do-- such as, per-


haps excel ling at chess. But the issue of moral growth Is not encoun


tered at the level of one's competence to perform specific operations. 


One cannot analogize the art of I lving to a game of chess precisely 


because existence has always the first move and its Initiative cannot 


be wrested from It nor determined In advance. Rather, moral growth -


the Immanent objective of the art of living--depends upon a movement 


of the wl I 1: whether one wil I or wl I I not (not can or cannot) volun-


tarl ly submit to this ontological condition which imposes the limits 


of finite freedom. This requires the activity of the total person 
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and cannot be opposed to one activity among others or specified by 


these or those rules, canons or criteria. 


Ryle misses not only the Issue of moral growth but, correlatively, 


he does not understand the express ton "comIng to the I lght" (John 3:2 I) 


which refers to seeing something which Is Inherently conscious- an 


Interior activity. Since there Is nothing In his analysis corres-


pending to vision he misses the crucial activity of contemplation which 


Itself is not a matter of following rules since It is activity t~at 


can be done rightly or wrongly. Ryle 1s definition of marksmanship 


as "a complex of ski II s" Is dl ff 1 cuI t to d 1 stl ngul sh from the behav- . 


lorlst position. 


Manclus can speak of moral ski I I on the basts of his vision of moral 


growth as possessing Its own Immanent demands rather than a demand 


Imposed from without. He saw the Ideal element within human nature 


which makes It possible to Improve It, namely, Its potential capacity 


to embody the mind of Tao. 


D3wey: ~-com_m_o_n Faith, Yale, 1934, pp. 16-19, 33. 


Whereas Ryle sees a preexistent standard as the measure of Intelligent 


capacities bui It up by training, e.g., marksmanship Is measured by 


hitting this selected target rather than some other, Dewey grasps that 


moral growth ental Is the transformation of !lL standards. On this ac


count the dist inction between the mind prone to err and the mind of 


Tao can be accomodated to his vision of moral activity. He distinguishes 


between those changes In ourselves In relation to the world which are 


merely adapt ive and those whose scope Includes our being In Its en-


tirety. These changes entail no specifiable resolve or choices but are 
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based on a movement of wl I I which Is not decision. "It Is a change 


of wl I I conceived as the organic plenitude of our being, rather than -
any special change l!l will." 


The crucial role of imagination In the composing and harmonizing of 


the self appears in his statement that "the whole self Is an Ideal ·, 


an Imaginative projection." Indeed, he remarks that the idea of a 


whole is not a I iteral but an Imaginative Idea. Since the harmon!-


zing of the self operates only through Imagination there can be no 


question of one's making a special act of wl II lng or deciding. Such 


a special act requires a particuJ~r object for its aim and focus. 


Existence, or the world grasped as a whole, Is no such object yet 


it requl res that the self be harmonized with It or remain untranqul 1. 


Given, then,that one cannot choose to be in the world correctly -


though the need to unify the self remains Insistent- only one heal-


ing posslbi lity offers Itself: a change~ wi I I rather than~ wit I. 


Such a change requires a total orientation, receptivity and openness 


to bel ng. 


Ski I I as a means of application of wisdom attains to a different slg-


nificance when operating within this change~ wit 1. Now It is seen 


to apply to an attitude that Informs at I the elements of our being 


and Is employed to maintain a massive affirmation of existence In the 


face of every particular occasion for negating it and so falling into 


the mind prone to err. Each step in one's passage from birth to 


and through death Is self-transformative when made In the mind of 


Tao. The mind of Tao enab les upon each Instant a skillful refusal to 
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to exercise the mind prone to err. Each such refusal, Instant by 


Instant, marks a new beginning, as with Shun, In walking along the 


path of humanity and righteousness. 
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Maritain: Existence and the Existent, Image Book, Doubleday & Co., 


Inc., N.Y., 1956, pp. 49 n., 60, 88-9, Art and Scholasticism, 


Chas. Scribner's Sons, 1946, pp. 8-16. A Maritaln Reader, Image 


Book, N • Y. , 1966 , p • I 41 • 


Like Dewey, Marltaln relates the activity of wllling to the whole 


self, not only as the act of the person as such but as revealing the 


person to Itself. Thus one Is always able to determine the spirit of 


one's conduct -whether one Is acting toward the good opportunist!-


cal ly (for 'prof i t', as In the Confucian rejection of that motive) 


or behaving with seriousness and sincerity. Both these thinkers grasp 


the act of the person as lntemporal ly related to vision. A literal 


translation of John 3:21 consonantly reflects their phi losophlcal 


understanding of the human act: 'the one who Is doing the truth Is 
( i "'-) 


coming to the light'. I.a., while one Is realizing truth laactlon, 


upon the same Instant his understanding deepens and expands, The rec-


tltude of our wi I ling conditions the accuracy of our vision. 


Chu Hsl 's observation that righteousness Is not necessarl ly fulfl I led 


merely by doing good, nor humanity fulfl I led merely by one's being 


correct, Indicates his awareness that adequate human conduct Is not 


essentially a matter of rules. This parallels the Scholastic and Mar


ltains understanding of the virtue of prudence as requiring that every 


particular case Is wl I led In a particular way of conforming to the 


end since no single moral case can be absolutely tdantlcal with an~ 


other. This draws Maritaln to see that "the truth of the prudential 


judgment Is considered In relation to the undeviating Intention (per 


conformltatem ad appetltum rectum), not In relation to the event. 
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There seems I ittle, If any, distinction to be made between Maritain's 


concept, "undeviating attention" and the Confucian virtue of firmness 


or correctness. Both refer to the ability to remain persevering in 


right act! on despite every concei vab W occasIon for abandonIng one 1 s 


course, I.e., contl nu ity In change. (cf. Hexagram 32, The Image, 


"---Thus the superior man stands firm and does not change his dirac-


tlon." Wilhelm/Bayne 1s trans.>. 


In Part I, p. 7, of this essay where some analysis Is made of ~,4enclus' 


pointing to virtue with an analogy from archery, It is observed that, 


"No precise duplication of a former shot Is possible since In the mean-


time conditions in one or more respects have changed. Meeting such 


changes adaptively requires patience and staying-power, strength, 


qual itles preeminently In the sage - Adaptive In his strength and 


firmly ordered In his ski II he maintains his fixed direction while 


changing with the times ·, and so he keeps on going well." Such an 


operative habit resides chiefly In the wl I I and perfects In the line 


of Its own nature the person It Informs. It functions as an abiding 


qual lty of mind and must not be confused with the modern notion of 


habit, a compulsive, mechanical tendency, routinely expressed. 


It is Instructive to observe a New Testament text (I John 3:7,9) which 


because of an Incorrect translation has caused untold mischief in 


Christian moral theology: 'Whosoever is born of God---cannot sin, be-


cause he Is born of God.' &It the Greek does not read "and he cannot 


commit sin" as the meant ng has been rendered, but rather "and he can-


not go on s i nning," the verb for sin being In the present active in-


flnitive -not in the aorist act. infin. The same sense Is observed 
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in v. 3 which I iterally translated is: "He that keeps on doing 


righteousness is righteous •••• " The point made by the apostle is 


one of abiding tendency not individual particular acts of which no 


aggregated sum can by their own activity raise the level of being of 


the person. Only that quality of mind as a permanent condition which 


perfects In the line of Its own nature the person It informs can gen-


erate the "seriousness to straighten the Internal life and the right-


eousness to square the extern a I II fe" (Hexagram 2, I I ne 2). 


Santayana, The Life of Reason, Chas. Scribner's Sons, N. Y., 1955, 


pp. 427 f. 


In a rema rkab I e statement on the nature of 1 ntent as "act I on in the 


sphere of thought" Santayana 11ttempts to raIse our grasp of Intent 


above the level of mere feeling to that of aspiration, passage, aware-


ness of an object which at times eludes any feeling for It altogether. 


He observes that "the parts do not contaIn the movement of transItion 


which makes them a whole." Perhaps It would not distort his meaning 


to say that this transition Is the movement of a being's growth In 


capacity to express Its latent qual !ties- a capacity for self-dis-


closure which Is touched off by the shlfrlng character of Its clr
~o..,~ 


cumstantial field. This movement of transltlon~ia Sased on an Ideal 


tendency Immanently possessed by the being Itself ..- Is In no way 
L. ..... ""~ +v a_4 


reducible to~physlcal categories. 


It Is simply the case that things tend Ideally not only to hold to 


their stations In being but also to expand their Influence, alI things 





